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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."
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New enrollment breaks records
CAMPUS
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,, The hottest new lalg on
campus is the Cyber Lounge in
7lh Street lkldergrOllld.

Allelldees mi9ed among sleek
tlat saeen televisions. large
black bean bag chairs and red
couches acmted the strefltlamp
It area.
This is an ecample cf what
can be aca>q>lshed wllh the
adnila atioo, facllly and
students work together, said
President Lou Hencken.
•1t (the renovation) was not
just a project, It was a learrW1g
ecperielice,. said Dan Nadler
vice presidelt for studert affairs.
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H fool' the price of admmion,
Eastern students can now tr.M!I
to Genoa, ftatt.
Eastern offers a vn:ty
cf Studa/ Abroad programs.
Inducing a new program that
alows studeds to go to Italy.

The btt Prof'am ildudes
dlies such as fbne, s,racuse
and Genoa,
ls
debut this spring.
Genoa is located on the
ltalan llviera and Is a short
distance from France.
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SPORTS

Wen'....,

H Eastern frlebacker Cint
Sellers wil miss the home opener
this week because of a shWder
ipy sustained the . .
game. In tis place, )llior' colege
transfer Matt Wesb1clt wl stat
Much talk has been made about
the Panlhers lnablty to score
on offense. Find om
ease the bwdens cf Eastern's
offense.
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Cal

H Freshman Rachel Hamilton
scored the game-winning goal in
Sooday's 2-1 win against Loyola
(Chicago). It was her first career
goal as a Panther and helped
Eastern post a 1-0-1 record
last weekend. fool' her efforts,
the Springfield native has been
named Top Cat cf the week.
Read abcQ ~·s energy

on the field and some of her
interests off It.

.... 12

Eastern Students enrolled in
record numbers for Fall 2006,
according to the 10-day enrollment
figures released T ucsday.
"We had · another record
enrollment," said Eastern President
Lou Hencken. "Just about every
goal wc set for ourselves, wc hit."
Those goals included increasing
international, minority and honors
students.

'Tm pleased to sec international
students here fur various reasons,"
Hencken said, including bringing
more culture to Eastern and
spreading news about Eastern
around the world. Inccmational
enrollment increased by 19 students
this year, up from 132 co 151.
This was the first increase in
international student cnrollmcnc
since before Sept. 11, 2001,
said Brenda Major, director of
admissions.
"It (9/11) had a tremendous
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impact in terms of everything we
do for admissions" concerning

N e-w beginnings
Gamma Chis help
welcome prospective
sorority members

a,c...,..,.
Senior Uimpus Reporter

In the crowd of smiling,
anxious, ncady made up and
snappily dressed sorority women
and sorority hopefuls is Megan.
She's holding a bright pink sign
high in the air, scanning the crowd
fur the women in her group of
sorority recruits.
Megan's clad in white Bipftops and cropped jeans. Her long,
blonde hair frames her smiling,
frcclcled face.
She matches nearly 40 other
women in the room, wearing a
bright blue T-shin.
She's a Gamma Chi.
Each Gamma Chi is assigned a
group of 10 to 12 sorority recruits
to guide and mentor during formal
f.ill recruitment.
Megan hasn't told her group her
last name in order to keep these
women from finding out which
sorority house she's in.
Nearly 400 women filed into
the Grand Ballroom, lit with soft
pink lighting, in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union for the
open house.

'It' s so mucll more .. . '
Megan already planned to join
a sorority before her freshman
year. Her aunt was in a sorority at
the University of Illinois and had
encouraged Megan to join.
Megan's freshman year, she and
five of her close friends from Glen
Ellyn, her hometown, all joined the
same sorority but all at different

schools.
•
She expected sorority life to be
close friends sitting around and
eating pizza together, but it's more
than that.
Now that she's a senior, she's
not only a Gamma Chi, but she
also serves as the vice president
for public relations fur Panhellenic

Council.
"It's so much · more than 1
thought it would be," Megan
said. "Fim you're a part of an
organization, then it becomes a
part of you."

Megan laughed and said she

knows cxactly bow cheesy that
sounds, but she claims it's true.
Megan said she can see herself
in some of the women in her
group, espccially the freshmen.
Their nerves and excitement bring
back memories of when she was
in their shoes - whether they're
hccls, flip-Bops or tennis shoes.

The biggest thing she rclls
her group is to be thqn.sclves,
especially during recruitment.
If a person isn't true to herself,
Megan said, there's no point.
"You'll be with these women
for the rest of your oollcgc c:arecr,"
she said.
H
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international students, she said.
"I'm hoping now that ch.ings arc
scaring to get better in that regard."
Minority student enrollment also
increased this year to total 1,401,
up from 1,276 in 2005. Increasing
minority cnrollmcnr was another
goal of the university, Major said.
"I chink word is getting out to
the minority population that we're
an excellent university."
A new program, Access Granted,
H SEE IECOID, PAGE 5

CAMPUS

I WEB NEWS

Students
•
organize
against
Facebook
Tuesday's addition of "news
feeds" and "mini feeds" OD Faccbook.
com has sparked unprccedcnted
outrage and concern among the
site's users.
Negative response to the new
feature was almost instantaneous.
Before Tuesday night, several
Facebook groups were formed to
protest the feeds.
One such group - Students
against Faccbook News Feed
(Official Petition to Faccbook)
- swclled to more than 100,000
members
early
Wednesday
morning. By Wednesday evening,
it's membership surpassed 350,000
members.
"I hope chis gets out the word
chat people dislike it (feeds),• said
Danielle Steibel, junior English
major and group member.
Steibel and her friend Emily
Keppler, a senior dcmcnwy
cducacion major, were che first
students ro cest the new oomputcrs
in the Cybcr Lounge. The first Web
site they visited was Faccbook.
Both agreed that it was ironic to
procesc Facebook with Facebook.
•How clsc arc you going to get
the message." Steibel said adding
that e-mail would work, but it's
slower.
Facebook
users
wane
adminiscrarors to either eliminate
the feeds or provide a security
option that would disable them.
"Ir's abouc giving the Facebook
community a choice," said Kiyoshi
Manincz, a University of Illinois at
Spring6cld journalism student.
Martinez and classmate Jeremy
Pdz.cr started an onlinc petition,
H
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Prescriptions may be loosened

Aboat The D1ll1 Eastern llews

The IWy Eastern~ IS~ l7f the S1Udercs
ol Eastern llinols lnmsity II is~ daiy
Monday U...ClJ!tl Frid.ly. In Charleslon, IL, cimg bll
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SUITme' ttrm except ciJmg unrversity vacations Ill'

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Restrictions
on rhe use of powerful painkillers
would be loosened for patienrs
with chronic pain under a federal
rule proposed Wednesday, allowing
doctors to prescribe a 90-day supply
of the drugs.
Currenr law forbids doctors
from refilling, without another
office visit, painkillers such as
Ox:ycontin and codeine char are
heavily regulated as schedule 11
controlled substances because they
can be abused b)· addicts. Bue the
law is silent on the question of
multiple prescriptions for a drug
that are issued by a doctor in a
single office visit.
The proposed rule, which will
go through a 60-day comment

One copy per day is free to $1udcnts and taruiy
Additional copies can be oblai>ed for 50 cents each .,
the Student NllicatJans Olllce In Bumrd Haft.

Editori1I bo1rd
Kt4e~
_ _,_ _ _ ooleic@gmailcom

""rt~

OE~com

period, makes it clear doctors
could prescribe up to a 90-day
supply without fear of prosecution
co avoid multiple trips by a patient.
Doctors previously had complained
chat strict regulation by the Drug
Enforcement Administration was
forcing them co limit prescriptions
and leave patients uncreated.
"Today's
policy
statement
reaffirms chat DEA wants doctors
to treat pain as is appropriate under
accepted medical community
standards," said DEA administrator

S.lh M1i!ney
• ·-·-· OENnewsdeslr@gmaicom
Opinions editor ,,_ _,,, -·-· ... Holly Henschen
....... • .. · - - -OENopon1ons@gn1.iil com
Pholo edlor -·-··· ·----- -- lay Grabiec '

Karen Tandy at a news briefing.
"Ph~icians acting in accordance
with accepted medical pracrice
should be confident thac they will
not be criminally charged."
The move comes amid a broader
debate about the role of federal law
enforcement in monitoring doctors'
prescription decisions.
"We believe that chc sracemenc
and proposed rule will help the
medical professional ensure chat
only patients who need medication
for pain relief gee ic," Tandy said.
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The Associated Press

CAPECANAVERAL.Fla. -An
elcccrical problem forced NASA to
postpone Wednesday's liftoff of the
space snuttle Atlantis yet again, and
engi~faccd wich a right bunch
schedule struggled to understand
the problem.
Abouc 11 hours before the
scheduled midday launch, engineers
discovered that a coolant pump
that chills one of che shuttle's three
electricicy-gcneraring fuel cells was
giving an erratic reading. NASA
rules say all three fuel cells muse
be working to launch, and if one
fails in orbit, the shuttle must come
home promptly.
NASA officials met for hours
during the afternoon co figure out
whether they could fix the problem,
whether they could safely ignore
ic, or whether they would have co
put the flight on hold for perhaps
weeks.
Managers ruled out a launch
attempt Today but said Friday was
still a possibility.
NASA officials wanted more
time to analyze the coolant pump
char chills one of the shucde's three
electricity-generating fuel cells since
"there's ~mething funny going on
in chat fuel cell; said Wayne Hale,
space shuctle program manager.
Officials said they were going
"above and beyond" the agency's
safety requirements since flying
with the problem didn'c violate any
rules.
·Ihe space agency's options are co
replace the fuel cell or Ay Atlantis
as is.
Changing out the fuel cell would
rule out a Friday launch since it
would cake several weeks.
There was a 30-percenc chance
chat bad weather would prohibit
liftoff at the 10:40 a.m. Friday
launch time.
If not, the space agency may
have co wait until lace October
- or relax daylight launching rules
instituted after rhe 2003 Columbia
accident and try again at the end of
September.
NASA rules say shuttles have:
to be' buncbea 'in •cfa'ylight so' diat

--·-..· - · - - - - - -,.cejewd@eiu edu
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Security guards talk outside a guard post as Space shuttle Atlantis sits
on the launch pad at Cape Canaveral, Fla., Sept. 6. A voltage irregularity
with fuel cell one caused the scrub of today's planned launch.

Space Shuttle DelaJ Facts:
Rrst launch delar:
Aug.25,2006

Nissin:
Resume construction of the

international space station
Parload:
17.S tons and six astronauts

Here's the Catch:
NASA can't launch after Friday
because of the Sept. 15 RUSS1an
launch to the space station

the big external fuel rank can be
photographed for evidence of any
broken-off pieces of foam of the
sore that doomed Columbia.
Atlantis and irs six ascronaucs
plan to haul 17.5 tons of girders and
solar panels into orbit and resume
conscrucrion of the international
space station, which ha..~ been on
hold since the Columbia disaster 3
l /2 years ago. Astronauts will make
three spacewalks to put the pieces
cogether.

llie shuttle was delayed, first
by a lightning bole rha1 hit rhe
launch pad Aug. 25, then by
Tropical Storm Ernesto, then by
the electrical problem.
As the managers' discussion of
the problem went on for hours, the
three-man crew of the international
space station kept asking if Atlantis
is visiting them soon.
NASA is caught in a schedule
squeeze. 'lhe space agency made an
agreement with the Russians not
to attempt a launch after Friday
because Russia is sending a threcperson Soyuz capsule to the space
station on Sepe. 18.
If Atlantis blasrs off after Friday,
there would be a traffic jam ac che
space stadon.
Once the Soyuz comes back,
NASA may attempt a launch in
lace September even though it
would be in the dark, spokesman
Allard Beutel said.
NASA has to squeeu: 15 shuttle
launches into the next four years to
finish the construction of the halfbu11c space scarion! 1
'.'
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I CYBER LOUNGE

CAMPUS

Union cyber lounge·opens
Room in 7th Street
Underground becomes
campus' new hang out

.

By Sarah Whitney
News Editor

The honest new hang out on
campus is che Cyber Lounge in ?ch
Sueec Underground.
Attendees mingled among sleek
Bat screen televisions, large black
bean bag chairs and red couches
accented rhe screerlamp lit area.
This is an example of what
can be accomplished with the
adminisrracion, faculty and srudems
work together, said President Lou
Hencken.
"le (che renovarion) was not
jusc a project, it was a learning
experience," said Dan Nadler vice
president for student affairs.
Students and faculty in design
classes gave their input for the
renovations.
Facilities
planning
and
management built a stainless
seed cable, on which four or five
new computers sit. And Student
Government provided the original
idea.
Nadler referred co che final
produce as, the place Ryan Berger
calls the coolest place on campus
to be.
Renovating
7th
Street
Underground was the former
Student Body President's idea.
'lhc hope chat we have (for chis
place) is chat students will use it
to the extent chac we're down here
next year expanding it; Hencken

CAMPUS

report
Crime stoppers gets involved
in 4th Street crime

EIK HILTIEI

I THE MILT WTEIJI IEWS

Sherri Smith, junior family and consumer sciences major, lays in a LoveSac after the grand opening of the
Cyber Lounge in 7th Street Underground Wednesday afternoon.
said.
Nadler hopes the lounge will
provide a forum for debate on
national topics.
He described how he could
envision television cameras focuscd
on a speaker in the main room of
?ch sueet.
Then after the speaker, professors

could hold class in the lounge and
incorporace che two facing Bat
screen televisions into their lesson
plans.
The professor could have
opposing view points on both
televisions, Nadler said, gesturing
to the sets on which CNN and
ESPN played.

For srudcnts who plan to hang
out in the lounge in between classes,
Nadler said University Board plans
to buy an X-Box or some type of
gaming system for chc TVs to add
to the lounge.
UB would then plan to hold
gaming tournaments in the
lounge.

•

I E-MAIL SERVICE

Panthermail receives lukewarm welcome
Students, facuity still
learning to deal with
new e-mail system

New password
requirements increase
e-mail security

By Cathy Bayer

BJ Cathy Bayer

Senior Campus Reporter

Senior Campus P.eporter

Rumors of jamming e-mail
accouncs, slow connection races
and a boring-beige login screen
haven't exaccly given Easccrn's new
e-mail program a good reputation.
Joe Zoubek, a senior corporate
communicacion major, said he has
been hearing many bad things, bur
from what he's seen. he likes chc
new e-mail setup.
He said chc new beige:, pawprint-sEamped Web page reminds
him of Microsoft Outlook.
Zoubek's
only
complaint
happened Monday night. Zoubek
sent ouc around 25 e-mails for
work-related business, and more
than half of the people didn't
receive their mail, he said.
Because of chc system change. all
the old e-mail has co be moved to
the new mail, said Greg DeYoung,
associate director for campus
infrastructure.
E-mails were moved over the
weekend and arc still being moved.
Users worried about lost mail
should be patient. Movemenc of
30,000 accounts over the weekend
takes time DeYoung said.
"It's going to be showing up in
the ncxc day or two," he said.
Easccm's old e-mail system had
been operating since the mid-colacc '90s.
With imP.r?v:!lg ·,technol<?ID'l

including additions ro WebCT
and Banner, campus computer
programmers have been searching
for nearly two years co update rhc
system, DeYoung said.
A few changes were made over
the years, including moves co
Squirrclmail and WcbOfficc.
"They were
never
really
successful," DeYoung said.
The previous sites also weren't as
user-friendly, he said.
DcYoung said most of the
negative feedback has dealt with
user configurations and sectings
char weren't transferred. Mose of
che bugs have been worked out,
bur things always pop up and cause
minor problems, he said.
The program has been installed
for a few months, inacrivaced, to
try and work out problems.
Still, Information Technology
Services is pleased with how things
have gone so far, DeYoung said.
"Anytime you make as big of a
change as we did you al,vays run
into support issues," he said.
ITS is working through chose
issues and changes, and knows it's
hard co please cvecybody, he said.
·sue we cry to," DeYoungsaid.
With Panthcrmail, e-mail isn't
the only thing offered. Calendars,
cell phone access, maps and games
arc also available.
: , Games, called zimlccs, include

Froggcr, Pacman and Terris.
But che e-mail server hasn't been
all fun and games.
"le was just hard co figure ouc,"
said Kailey Carroll, a sophomore
mach major. She said it's difficult
co delccc more than one thing at a
cimc.
"Ibe program was confusing
ac first, said Laurel Livingston, a
sophomore elementary education
major. But just like every ocher
change in life, "I got used to it,"
she said. Some scudencs said che
new look is more professional.
Clint Schwartz, a sophomore
elementary education major, was
reminded of Microsoft Oudook.
He agreed with the professional
look, and said he liked the calendar
feature, coo.
The change has made e-mail
more stable, DcYoung said. Now
the server can still survive through
certain outages that don't cake
down the whole aimpus.
The end user won't nocicc as
much, DeYoung said. Many of
the new details are more for sclfdescribed computer geeks. "Bue the
user will always have their e-mail,"
he said.
He's sure ITS will have to deal
with a few smaller issues, but
DeYoung said he's excited about
moving forward with access to
computer systems.,
I>

Changing technology on
campus now requires e-mail users
to use new "suong passwords,"
which include one capitalized
letter. number and special
character.
This makes 1r harder for
password hackers to get inco
computer systems, said Greg
DeYoung, associate dirccror for
campus infrastructure.
Four or five years ago, faculty
and sraff have been encouraged
by the scare of Illinois to cl1ange
their passwords every 30 days to
help prevent acces~ to sensitive
data.
The campus is now moving
roward single-sign on technology.
DeYoung said.
But because that password
would work for e-mail, Banner
and WehCI: users arc still
encouraged to change their
password often.

FAST FACTS
• hlhnlatiom: Direct questions about
e-mail accounts OJ Web-related actMty

can be addressed by calling 581-HELP
(4357) or Yi5iting Wlll:ITS eiu edu.

• . . . llt9: Information about Zimbfa.
the new e-mail pro'licler, can be tound at
www.zimbra.com;.

,, University Police Department has
announced a most wanted alert for
Coles County Crime Stoppers.
This week, Crime Stoppers is
profiling an aggravated battery. The
victim was walking home along Fourth
Street, near Grant Avenue, between 1
and 3:30 p.m. on Saturda)\
The suspects are described as two
or three white males. The subject hit the
victim from behind, knocking him do~.
and they then continued to hit and kick
the victim. UPD are asking for help to
solve this crime.
Anyone who has information which
will assist law enforcement in the
apprehension of these suspects, please
call Coles County Crime Stoppers at
1-866-345-8488.
Coles Country Crime Stoppers
will pay up to $1,000 for information
leading to the arrest and/or conviction
of criminals in Coles County.

UPI sllares htfonutioll
,, Members of the University
Professionals of ll~nois will be in the
main entrance to the food court at noon
to share information from the Sept. 6
meeting with the mediator.

Open Mic llight Relocated
n The University Board Open Mic
Night scheduled for 9 p.m. will be held
in the newly renovated 7th Street
Underground.

campus
TODAY
EIU Spirit and Culture Day
Time I All Day
Location I Booth located in the
Library Quad
More info I 581-6434
Study Abroad Information Session
Time I 4 p.m.
Location I 1207 Blair Hall
More info I 581-7497

Scavenger Hunt of EIU Folklore
Time I 7p.m.
Location I Starts in the Library Quad
Water Witching - a Lecture by Charles
Gick
Time I 7 p.m.
Location I Tarble Arts Center's
Gallery

COMMENTS
EVENTS

I CORRECTIONS I

To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Suall
Wlllttley, via:
•
Phone I 581-7942,
E-mail I DEllaewsdesk@g•ail.com
Office visit I 111t Buzard Hall.
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loUNGE
SUCCESS
PROMISING
The 7th Street Underground grand
opening was hdd Wednesday, an event the
Student Senate successfully made possible
in a relatively shon amounc of time.
On Oct. 6, 2005, 11" Daily Eastmi
News quoted then-Student Body President
Ryan Berger as he expressed ltls hope to
have "an idea of what we (the Student
Senate members) want co do with the
space (7th Street Underground) and what
the cost will be."
Bue not only did Berger and the
Student Senate accomplish that goal, they
got m work on the project by the end of
last fall semester.
Now, just shon of a year lacer, the
renovations have been unveiled for
student use. The new cybet lounge will
serve ~ a convenient place for snidcnts to
use the lnrernct, rdax, play games or meet
other students.
The new decorations and features
promote a friendlier, more inviting
place to spend time than the former
environment.
The overhaul in and of itself is enough
for the Student Senate to earn a pat
on the back, buc it also completed the
renovations using mostly existing funds
and maintenance money. For rcaliz.ing
the value of student money and not
abusing its use, the group also should be
commended.
Big ideas like ccnovacing 7th Street
Underground almost always look good
on paper, bur they also arc easy to fall
to the end of to-do lists. Berger and the
Student Senate made great efforts co make
sure this plan stayed fresh in the minds of
students, faculty and the administration.
They worked to make sure ic djdn't slip
under a pile of proposals, only to come up
too lace ac the end of the semester. And
their work has paid off.
Now, as current Student Body
Presidenr Sean Anderson said, "The key
thing is chat students use it."
Berger, who was named 7ht Daily
Eastmi News' Person of the Year at the
end of the spring semester, and rus senate
made this idea a reality, and now the
responsibility falls on the students of
Eastern co make good use of the new
facilities.
Not only do we owe it co those who
put their cimc and focus on this project
to make ic worch their while, but students
also can access opportunities ro better
other pans of che campus by showing
those in aurhority positions chat we
appreciate 1he work they do co make
Eastern the bes1 it can be for students.
We hope Student Government will
continue to make timely and wise use of
funds provided by students they represent.

•
ourwew
ISSUE

I Student alarm over facebook.com changes misses the point

f ACEBOOK FACELIFT
•

FEEDS FOOLISHNESS
Creepy. Scalker-ish. Weird.
These are words Facebookers used co
described rhe popular social networking
site's new features introduced Tuesday. The
facelift of the program has prompted users
co scan and join such groups as People Who
Hate the New Facebook and Scudents for
Facebook Privacy.
Groups have also pOpped up in favor
of the Facebook changes, such as Students
in Favor of the New Facebook Ncwsfccd
and Students in Suppon of New Faccbook
Changes.
These ice-raising features, the news feed
and the mini-feed, offer lists of social and
personal events, such as someone throwing
a party. Or adding a picture. Or a couple
breaking up.
Programs like Facebook, Friendster and
MySpace, which have quickly become a facet
of lives of 1eens and twenty-somethings.
The uproar of the new Facebook features is
a great chance for members to cake a look
at how cheir involvement with online social
networking has altered their everyday lives.
It's oddly ironic that people will put
pictures of themselves in compromising
positions online, yet don't embrace cxcra
information such as who messaged chem or
who joined a group.
Users have voiced complaints such as
the feeds provide unnecessary information,
which is annoyance. This also docs online
scalkers' work for them.

But common sense should come into
play here: If you don't want people co know
cenain things about you, don't add them
to your profile. If you don'1 want ro be
bothered with unnecessary information,
delece or discard your profile.
In the new "Facebook Blog," creator
Mark Zuckerman said "we agree, stalking
isn't cool; but being able co know what's
going on in your friends' lives is. This is
information people used to dig for on a daily
basis, nicely reorganized and summarized so
people can learn abou1 the people they care
about."
Zuckerman menrioned an obvious safety
pcccaution: heighten che privacy options on
your profile to prevent unwanted peeks into
your world.
This situation represents an opportunity
for personal reflection among online social
nerworkers. Maybe users will be forced co
reckon with the face that 1heir Facebook
friends aren't really their friends and pare
their friend lists. Perhaps they'll spend time
with people in real time rather than online.
Users can't blame Facebook for crying ro
make their product more unique. After all, it
is a free service.
This controversy prompts a consideration
rughJy indicative of where the passions of
our generation lie. Maybe if the government
could turn political behavior into a fun,
online networking site with music and biogs,
people would be more active.

The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the Opinion's editor at DElopi•loas@9•ail.com.

FEATURED BLOGGER

I ERIC HILTNER
"Toward the end of last season Eastern hosted an
IHSA boy's basketball ga•e, and Lantz Arena was
co•pletelJ packed. The basketball te. .s would have
bee11 luckJ to have half the seats filled like that.
I guess asking Eastern stuclents to come to a g. .e is

I HOLLY HENSCHEN

Electoral
lessons
learned
An end has come co che street party
thrown by leftist Mexk.:in' promoting
unsuccessful PRD presidential candida1e
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador
Demonmators demanding clarification
of votes have occupied the capital since
the July election are deconstructing their
tents and heading home.
The winner, Felipe Calderon of the
National Action Party or PAN, won
by less than 1 percent of the vote. He
beat the Democratic Revolution Parcy's
Obrador by 233,831 votes. This sounds
oddly familiar in light of recenc U.S.
presidential elections.
Similar to the 2000 election, the
Mexican presidential race was open,
in chat it included no incumbenc
candidates, who are more likely co
win re-election. Similar to the Bush's
win, Calderon is seen as the more
conservative candidate, a Harvardeducated lawyer and former head of the
country's development bank, Banobras.
As with the American election's
dispute over Florida voces, Obrador
claimed votes in certain areas weren't
counted properly. While Mexicans in
favor of Obrador physically demanded
a recount, Americans spent over a
month watchlng legal baccles play our
in Florida. Obrador's supporcers, at his
request, spenc two monchs in a cent
city reinforcing the standoff. Left-wing
lawmakers even disrupted Presidenc
Vincente Fox's last scare of the nation
speech co show solidarity with Obrador.
I recently recounted tales of the 2004
presidential elections wirh a friend. I was
despondent over the impending second
term of George W. Bush. I cue classes
and spent the day in bed reading and
moping. Typical American behavior.
How differenr the outcome might
have been in 2000 if Americans had
t.aken to the streets in the uncenainty
over the presidential eleccion results.
How different chat month may have
played out if U.S. lawmakers forgot
their goal of reelection and literally cook
a stand on che issue
In Mexico, citizens left their normal
lives to suppon their futures vested
in the election outcome. They took
their children to the Mexico City and
endured rain and hear. City officials
made electricity available. The city
became an epicenter of thought and
hope and struggle.
However, we remained complacent
in a similar situation and would likely
do so again. Once we case a vote, our
job is done. That must be the difference
between cicizens and subjects-citizens are
active in their government and work co
suppon their ideologies.
Calderon's victor is likely to have an
affect on the United States outside his
opposition's display of solidarity chat
politically-upstaged our population.
The win is symbolic of Mexico's
position as the U.S.'s closest Central
American ally. Had leftist Obrador won,
Mexico undoubtedly would likely have
shifted policy in solidarity with populiscruJed Bolivia, Argentina and Venezuela.
The narrowness of Calderon's
victory will
undoubtedly
weaken his
mandate co
govern. bur
surely can't
dampen
rhc political
enthusiasm
of Mexico's
citizens.
Henschen is an international relations
graduate student and can be reached at

periodistallbre@91Hil.cotm.
.....
. .. ... ....., ,
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I STUDENT SENATE

Free food funding approved
Pantherpalooza gets the funding
it needs for food and prizes
from Student Senate bill;
Get Well card approved for Spoo
By Matt Hopf
Sll.ident Government Reporter

Pancherpalooza will receive funding chat ic
needs to provide free food co srudencs and gifr
cards for priz.es.
The Student Senate voced 26-1 on passing
the bill Sepe. 6. The legislacion allocaces $605 for
Panrerpalooza, which will be held Sept. 13.
The only dissenting voce was from senior
physical education major Shawn Ready.
"I didn't like bow ir was being run," Ready
said. "It just wenr to old business, granted chat's
how it (has) to be done, but if it were to come
lase week into new business, it would have been a
different deal."
Senate bill 06-07-02 was tabled until che next
meeting. Ir will allocate $68.25 co cover che costs
of food from the Student Senate orientation.
Speaker of the Senate and junior Kent Ohms
discussed with the senate that $300 was originally
budgeted for the orientation food.
Eastern football coach Bob Spoo will receive a
gee-well card from che senate, which was covered
under resolution 06-07-01. The resolution was
passed unanimously.
The meeting cook less than an hour and there
was little discussion over most business.
"I choughr it went pretty good," said senate
member and junior Kenney Kozik of the meeting.

1

"I would have liked a little more discussion, hue I
don't chink there were too many questions."
Newly appointed senate member Matt Forcum
also resigned from his seat.
Forcum, a junior political science major, cited
being on che Sccwardson-Strasbwg Board of
Education as a reason for resigning. In his leeter
he said he bad "severe concerns" and chat the
Srudenc Senate was a "swell little club."
"Applications will be taken until Wednesday,
(Sept. 13,)" Ohms said of che vacancy.
An appointment to che vacant seac is co be
made within the next two weeks.
During audience paroapation, senior
history major Mark Feirner addressed che senate
representing a small group of students unhappy
abouc rurnitin.com, a plagiarism prevention
service Eastern subscribes to.
He said chat the service harms classroom
environment, forces business interest on che
student and encourages laziness on everyone's
pan, including professors who repeat the same
assignment.
The next meeting for che Student Senate
is scheduled for 7 p.m. Sepe. 13 in the ArcolaTuscola Room in che Marrin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

Record

MINORITY STUDENTS

FROM PAGE 1

• AfrtcM..Allericlll:
was implemented this year to increase minority
srudent enrollment.
Minority students who had already been
admitted to Eastern were invited co spend a
weekend on campus in February.
Forcy-cight students attended che program,
and 35 of chem ultimaccly registered to enroll at
Eastern.
"le was an opportunity for chem co get
acclicnated on campus," Major said.
"The goal was co increase the diversity of our
incoming class, and it seems to have worked."
Another goal the university reached was
increased enrollmenc in che Honors College.
The college saw a record nwnber in new student
enrollment, with 181 freshmen, making up nearly

•H~:

A.liH/PKific fsluder:

ZOOI

2005

924
284

848
272

154

129

.. Allerlcu .....,Alullu:

39

,. Total:

1,401

27
1,276

11
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Speaker of the Student Senate, junior Kent Ohms reads aloud the resignation
letter of senate member Matt Forcum during the senate's meeting in the Tuscola/
Arcola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Wednesday evening.

Work for your high school yearbook?
WE WANT YOU'!
Writers, photographers, designers
Join us for an
Informational meeting
for Eastern's yearbook, The Warbler
6pm Thursday, Sept 7

upstairs journalism conference room
2522 Buzzard
Contact editor
Nikki Sprehe
581-2815

10 percent of total entering freshmen.
"We are probably approaching about as large
an honors number as we should have, given ow
population at the university," said Blair Lord,
provost and vice president for academic affairs.
"I expect we're nor going to go above 10 percent
in the foreseeable future.
"I'm very pleased with the success of the honors
college."

open to anyone interested in being on
staff,
no experience necessary ...,~

Now Leasing Spring '07
niversity
illage
•Free Parking
•Free Shuttle service
•New Construction
•No Stairs to climb
•Huge Yards-we Maintain
•Furnature Available

3 Bedroom Duplexes
& 4 Bedroom Houses

6month
leases auailable
Jan 1st 2007!
Wo"WILL ROGERS

ft 1-800-FANDANGO
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I STUDY ABROAD

Genoa becomes newest study spot
Additio• of Geaoa
extends list of Italian
cities awailable in
study abroad progra•

., ..............
Slall C".orrespondm

For the price of admission to
Eastern, students can now ttavd to
Genoa, Italy.
Eastern offers a variety of Study
Abroad programs, including a new
program that allows students to go
to Italy.
The Italy Program includes
cities such as Rome, Syracuse and
Genoa, which will make its debut
this spring.
Genoa is located on the Italian
Riviera and is a short distance from
France.
"Genoa is a beautiful city, and
has excellent travel opportunities
to other cities, such as Rome and
Florence," said Teresa Brinon,
a professor in the philosophy
department, duringan informational
meeting held Tuesday night in the
auditorium of Lumpkin Hall. "The
city provides access to the ocean
and the mountains."
One student said that her parents
were concerned about her safety
while she was studying overseas.
Safety is a common concern.
Emily
Brucsckc,
coordinator

of the Study Abroad program,
ap1ainecl that before the students

IEllC m1B I tm IMIJ fAS1'BI . .
Teresa Britton, a professor of philosophy, explains how close Genoa is to other major cities in Italy during a study abroad presentation in the
Lumpkin Hall auditorium Tuesday evening.

~ for rhdr dcmnarion, there is
an informational meeting about
how to remain safe while studying
overseas.
•it's really just common sense
stuff," she said. "Don't go walking
about in dark alleys."
Students usually seem receptive
of the idea of studying abroad, she
said.

·1 think it would be a cool
experience," said Kristi Croft, a
sophomore business management
major. •1 would go."
Students interested arc digiblc
for Financial Aid, both from federal
grants and both federal and private
loans.
The deadline to apply for the

Genoa trip is Oct. 1. and the money

will not be refunded after that date.
For any questions about Genoa,
or the Study Abroad program,
contact
Emily
Brucscke
at
cbrucscki@ciu.edu.
For more information on the city
of Genoa, contact Teresa Brinon at
tbritton@ciu.edu.
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We can fill your prescnption from home.
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Open M-F Bam-Sf>m
For more information, f>lease call 581-7779.

Ell Ph1rn11cy

1102 Human Services Building
(South Quad, next to Thomas Hall)
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Have your order billed t
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,
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informed decision.
"It's quite a process," Dudolski
said. "It's like the NFL draft."

Beginnings
FROM PAGE 1

Becoming a Gamma Chi
Women go through an
application process to become a
Gamma Chi. lhere isn't a specilic
number needed from each house,
but Bob Dudolski, director of
Greek Life, asks for a minimum
of eight applications from each
sorority. lhis ensures a wide variety
of houses represented.
This year, 36 Gamma Chis are in
charge of nearly 400 women.
Each Gamma Chi has to learn
everything abow each sorority.
"She's the first line of defense
for any question about a sorority,"
Dudolski said. So each woman has
to be prepared.
Megan's chapter's executive
board nominated her. She never
applied but was elected to the
Panhcllenic Council. Because of
this, she didn't have to disassociate

Disassociation
As a Gamma Chi, the woman
has to disassociate from her sorority
in April.
Gamma Chis have to step away
from their close house bonds in
order to be more objective during
rccruianent.
Disassociation happens early
because of spring information
meetings. "Each Gamma Chi can't
wear anything with her Greek
letters or name on it.
When it's the norm for a sorority
woman to wear a T-shin, jacket,
bag, flip-flops and necklace all
bearing her house name or letters,
it's no easy task.
"I feel like I have no clothes!"
Megan said.
She laughed and said she "has to

Gamma Chi is from, Dudolski
said.
A few women in Megan's group
already have guesses on what house
she may be in. While it's not
the end of the world. knowing a
Gamma Chis affiliation may sway a

woman's house decision.
"Each woman's choice should be
based on their experience, not their
Gamma Chi's expcricnCC: Dudolski
said. "This is just an unbiased way
of doing it."
On Saturday, Bid Day, each

Gamma Chi reveals what sorority
she belongs to. Dudolski said this
just drives home an important
point.
"It doesn't matter what sorority
you belong to as long as you're
happy."

do laundry every three days."

from her sorority until a month
Gamma Chis purchase extra
after most other Gamma Chis.
T-shirts just because they have to
She said she knew if she wasn't replace their traditional wardrobe
dected to PHC, she'd become of sorority shins, Dudolski said.
more active in recruitment for her
A lot of Gamma Chis just pack
all their Greek wear away.
chapter.
As part of th<.: role, Megan and
Megan actually lives in her
the other Gamma Chis will get to c;haptcr house, which had made it
know the women in their group and extra difficult to disassociate from
hdp them make the best decisions her house.
narrowing down the nine sorority
"You really have to put yourself
houses.
out there," she said.
Luckily for the Gamma Chis,
Dana Henrichsen is in Megan's
group. The freshman elementary both PHC and fraternities offer Teducation major said Megan is shins for the women to wear during
really into sorority life.
disassociation.
"She keeps asking us if we
And Megan said it's wonh it.
have any questions, which is
She said she doesn't want women
encouraging." Henrichsen said.
in her group to find out what house
Through the weekend, each she's from, and in tum have them
recruit will have to choose fives fccl uncomfortable if they don't like
houses, and then narrow those her house.
down to their final three choices.
She wants to really help each
"Sometimes they need a little woman make the right choice and
coaching," Dudolski said.
get in the house that's the best fit.
Each Gamma Chi helps every
It's kind of a game for student
person in their group make an to figure out which house their

laundrie1
west Equipment to save you money
Biggest Equipment in Charleston!

J location1
1513 10th street open 24 hours
950 18th street 6am-10pm
Division & State 6am-11p
Live music

with Caleb Cook

University
*Union

*

BOWL/Nii
LANES
wishes all the sororities

Phone*
581-7457

with recruitment
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*
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» Facebook
FROM PAGE 1
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help L'lante

Help Wanted. ReceptionistM·f 4pm-7pm Sat 9am-noon.
Computer skills required, good
people and Communication
skills. Experienced Tumbling
Trampoline
Coach.
and
C.,11 Mattoon Academy of
Gymnastics and Dance. Phone
235-1080
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 918
The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses for its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are avallable at
the Rockome office or on-line
at www.rockome.com. Return
applications in person-Monday
through Friday, April 10-14.
Call (217) 268-4106.

_________

()()

lnSefters needed from 12:00am1:30am. Apply at 1802 Buzzard
Hall.

Park Place Apanments: 1 unit

which gathered more: than 45,000
signatures within 24 hours of ics
Facebook creation. As of Wednesday
night, signatures totaled more than

available immediatly call for

53,000.

details. Contact Jen 348-1479

has ro completely gee rid of che feeds,

----~---()()

bur they should provide options for
users thac will make them comfortable

rt}

for ren

AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2

"We're not saying rhar Faccbook

while using che Web sire," Martinez
said. "I think we can meet half way."
The new feature aces like a news
feed, but instead of the daily news,
ic listS the recent accivity of a person's
Facebook friends.
The mini-feed runs on a user's
profile.
Ir allows anyone who can view a
profile co see the recent activity on
that specific account.
For example, the mini-feed lists
when a person declines a party

I IHlllSMY 9 7.o&

invication or what groups he or she
joins.
Despite the protests, Facebook has
not shown any signs of removing the
feature.
Tuesday afternoon,
Facebook
founder and CEO Mark Zuckerburg
posted an encry co Facebook's blog
tided "Calm Down. Brearhe. We
Hear You."
Zuckerburg acknowledged users'
displeasure wich che new feeds, but
reicerated Facebook's privacy policy.

person Central air, wld, garage.
No

345°7286

pets.

www.

_________
jwilliamsrentals.com

()()

LOCATION.

EXCELUNT

LEASE & RENT NEGOTIABLE.
5

bedroom

All

house.

BOONDOCKS

I AARON McGRUDER

AllG+IT. Y'ALL NWI lO
llS1£H UP lO 'MlAT ESCO
GOT lO SAY, 'M>RO UP.
OON'T MR IN YA UFE
((lfOSl W F-OR A flONI(
1"AT WON'T 00 S<Wi QllN
Ql[Q(IN'. ~NANNAN?

l'M ~EEPIN' tt!• REAL.
OON! SO OON'T WASTE

n.LS TRYIN' lO TEST W.

'M FROM lllE SOOTH SI
OF Olt<AGO. YA llfARO'?
NfJ l'M ~ lO GET ON
S<Wi Cl\ lllGll ~
ieti IND START SlAPPIN'

YA HEARO? OON'T GAWlE
WITQIA HEAllll. ~10.

FOClS IN 111 FAG JOST
F-OR LIVIN' -

YOOR TlW IND YOUR
WHY ON YOOR lfOSJ>ITAt.

Washer/Dryer, stove,

new!

refrigerator, central ail, fumance.
Low utilities. Trash mcluded.

_________

Call 345-6%7

()()

New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.

lost & found

from

Across

Furnished.
Lost: Movie related VHS tape.
To retrieve tape go to Old Main
Room2010.
Lost. One Gold Earing. Go to
2010 In Old Main to retrieve
this item.
Lost: Pair of Black Reading
glasses. Go to Records Office in
Old Main Rm. 1220.

Lantz.

Call

Rates.

Lowered

NON SEQUITUR I WILEY MILLER

Fully
for

Today

Grantview

_________

i
t

Apartments. 345-3353.

()()

l

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second

t

semester. Call 345-6000.

________

()()

'l

6 bedroom house close to
campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 living
BALLET,MODERN,TAP,JAZZ
AND
YOGA
FOR
etiltJ)ltEH.lHNS
AND
ADULTS CLASSES BEGIN
SEPTEMBER 11. Jacqueline
Bennett Dance Center 345·
7182
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15

~ ~

roommate

rooms, Large Kitchen. Stove,
refrigena~.

washet- and dryer.

Available for the 06-07 school
year for more info www.
poteeterentals.com or 217-345-

__________

5088

()()

Street, 2 bath, large bedrooms

Roommate
needed.
Fully
furnished 3 bedroom apt. lg.
kitchen pakring available.
laundry room largebedrooms,
close to campus. 815-252-6542

completely

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11

room. Available for the 06-07

Roommate for awesome house,
huge kitchen, 2 living rooms,
2 bathrooms, laundry, parking,
bedroom with thermostat.
$300/month. (630)865-7419.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12

school year for more info www.

new

remodeled

stove,

refrigerator.

Enclosed back porch and d ining

poteeterentals.com or 217-345·
5088
SAVE

MONEY-NEWLY

REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE
ROOMS,
NEXT
Sublessor needed for 1 Bedroom
Apt. Available for spring 07.
$265 month, water paid. Call
348-6787

1 "No kiddingr

9 _mama (rum
drink)
15 Enter full-force
16 One who skips
church, maybe
17 Subjects of
a hit 2005
documentary
19 Recess
20 Charge for

using

~--------()()

STORAGE
TO

PARKING

SPACE

UNIVERSITY.
AVAILABLE.348-

_________
8406

()()

21 Vegas V.l.P.
26 High school

class, informally
'Z7 Part of an ear

30 How 46Across can be
answered
31 Setting for a
check

34 Con's opposite
35 Overstay one's

···-'-'"""""'I ftS, e.g,
38 .P "I can't

he-e-ear you
... r JJ
40 Currency
exchange shop
abbr.

New
madallion
home:
.ibedrooms and 2 baths, central
air, some appliances, carpet on
floor, venician blinds. Call 3454207
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/14

rt'

__________

5048

751

6TH

ST.

()()

BDRM

APARTMENT AVAILABU. NO
PETS. WATER AND TRASH
PAID. 348·8305
-~~~-----00

for ren

1430 1/2

9TH

AFFORDABLE.
2 BR Apanmcnt on the square.
Pantally furnished. Water and
trash paid. Lease Call 345·
4'B6.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9ffl

ST. VERY
4

BDRM

UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 1/2
BATHS OFF STREET PARKING.

_________
NO PETS. 348-8305

()()

11

12

13

14

63 Many a door
feature
64 Remove the pits
from
65 This

answer

and others
DOWN

1 Intestinal parts

46 Shade of 17·
and 57-Across

3 Hardly geniuses

2 Sub

Without_
_(silently)

47 Computer
storage unit,
informally

4

48 Plenty mad

6 Julio to julio

49 Coquette's trait

7 Mid.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10

57 Part of the press ...,_+--+--+--t-+--+--+-62 Eventually

43Thomas
of "That Girt"

FOR RENT-Parkingspaces 1523

for sal

No. 0727

53 Double Stuf
treat

41 Architectural
space above an
arch

32 Most flamboyant 51 Akin

Jrd St. $25.00 per/mo.345-

Edited by Will Shortz

Crossword

ACROSS

5 bedroom house on 6th

carpet.

11.rehUarkliaa~
81

"---1--4-

.._-1---+--1--

5 Wreath material
Puzzle by Ethen Frlednwn

8 #1

9 Elaine _of
"Seinfeld"
1o Bit of scum
11 Census unit
12 Each

13 "The
Freshmaker"
candy

27 TV juggernaut
started
10/6/2000
28 Eponymous
physicist
29 Dizzy Gillespie
specialty
31 Construction
site sights

14 Some insurance
frauds
33 "You don't
believe me?"
1a·or_1·
34 Home, for one
22 "Yes, indeed!"
37 Coat part
23 English
38 Gen. Robert E.
professor's
wear,
39 Math subj.
stereotypically
41 Not open
24 Again, in music
42 Skewer
25 When the Sup.
43 Erred on
Court's new
term begins
44 French rocket

45 Sends, as
payment
46 Had on one's
back
49 Punished with a
stick
so Second-year
collegians,
informally
52 Old_. Conn.
54 Olds oldies
55 Writer
_Stanley
Gardner
56 Sweet suffixes?
58 New Deal org
59 Instant, in slang
60 Each
61 Mil. address
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CAMPUS I HEALTH SERVICE

No longer a 'medical circus'
By Jordan Crook
Staff Correspondent

Thirty percent of scudems on
campus smoke, and everybody
bas stress in their lives, said Chris
Stanfield.
The communication major is a
smdenr worker for Health Service
and spoke Wednesday at an event
titled. "Common Questions about
Health Service."
Smoking ' and scress were only
a few of the topics regarding
health problems and services on
campus chat were discussed in the
Sullivan Room of the Martin Luther

King Jr. University Union.
Medical Director Dr. Sheila
Baker lead the discussion. Baker
was proud of the currenr scare of the
Medical Clinic and its sea.ff.
"People used co call us che
'Medical Circus' ... but now with
four full-time physicians, I chink

news
CHIC>.GO

Ryan says in court he
let Illinoisans down
Former Gov. George Ryan
apologized Wednesday for letting
down cht residents of Illinois
before he was co be sentenced on
racketeering and fraud charges
stemming from a corruption
scandal chat ended his political
career in 2003.
"People of chis state expected
better, and I let chem down,"
Ryan said in a statement delivered
to the courtroom.
In preparing to hand down
her sentence, U.S. District Judge
Rebecca R. Pallmeyer also listened
to arguments from federal
prosecutors and Ryan's defense
attorneys.
A jury deliberated for 10 days
before convicting Ryan in April
of racketeering conspiracy, mail
fraud and other offenses while he
was secretary of state from 1991
to 1999 and governor of Illinois
for four years after chac.
The guilty verdict capped che
state's biggest political corruption
trial in decades.
Even as Ryan faced the federal
charges, he was nominated for a
Nobel Peace Prize for his January
2003 decision co commute all
Illinois death sencences to life in
prison after 13 men sentenced co
death in the stare were lacer found
to have been wrongfully convicted
and freed.
Federal prosecutors had asked
for a sentence of eight co l 0
years.
Defense attorneys argued co
Pallmeyer that even a sentence of
up to 30 months could deprive
Ryan, 72, of the lase healthy years
of his life.

Bernadine Blunt, 39.
In January, a jury convicted
Taylor in che slaying of a fourth
woman, Cynthia Halk, 38.
Taylor also pleaded guilty to
the attempted murder of another
woman, who testilied in court
Tuesday.
Authorities have said all the
women who were attacked were
prostitutes.
The families of the three
deceased women gave emotional
testimonies in court.
Keisha McClary, 26, Jordan's
daughter, said Taylor robbed her
family.
"My mother was my best
friend, I loved my mother, we did
everything together," she said.
"All I want to know is how he
could do chis to someone who
never hurt anyone."
Taylor gave a brief apology to
the families.
"I'm completely remorseful,"
he said.

we've done away with that idea,"
she said. Baker shared the speaking
duties with four srudencs involved
wich Health Service.
Graduate srudem Amy Charlton
described bow the Financial Health
Department counsels scudents on
handling their money.

Megan McCalliscer, a nutrition
specialise with the Health Education
Resource Center, spoke about
nutritional services, which can give
scudencs the advice they need in
order co stay healthy by analyzing a
studem's eating habits.
Christa Smith, another graduate

student, discussed the services
provided to ensure chat scudencs are
procecced when engaging in sexual
behavior. She cautioned against
relying solely on condoms for
proceccion. There is no such thing
as safe sex, Smith said, when talking
abour genital wares and herpes.
Healrh Service will provide
similar meetings for the next 12
weeks on other topics that affect
college srudencs.
More information abouc all of
the different healrh services offered
on campus can be found on the
Health Service Web site at www
.eiu.edu/~here.

NATION I WAR ON TERROR

CHUCK KElllEDT I MCT
President George Bush speaks Wednesday afternoon about the global war on terror in the East Room of the
White House in Washington, D.C. Bush said 14 suspects have been moved to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for trial.

CHICAGO

Woman keeps father's
death on train quiet

A suburban Chicago woman
traveling home on Amtrak with
her ailing father waited up co 23
hours co notify authorities that
he'd died on rhe train, police said.
Daniel Stepanovich, 80, of
Hammond, Ind., was pronounced
dead of natural causes jusc after
midnight Tuesday, according
co che Cook County medical
examiner's office.
His daughter told officials
char her father died in the sleeper
car Sunday evening, just as the
eastbound rrain was pulling into
Glenwood Springs, Colo.
She said she didn't cell anyone
because she couldn't afford to ship
CHICAGO
his body home co Chicago, police
Former cook gets life said. The Grayslake woman has
been named.
in prison for murders notOfficials
were not sure when
A 32-year-old man was che woman and her father
sentenced to life in prison boarded the cros.s-councry train,
without the possibility of parole the California Zephyr, which
for strangling three women in the travels from Emeryville, Calif., co
summer of2001.
Chicago.
In an effort co avoid the death
A neighbor said the father,
penalty, Kevin Taylor. a former who had been diagnosed with
Cheesecake Factorv cook, pleaded cancer, had talked of raking "one
guilty in August to killing three of last train ride."
four women.
They were Ola Mae Wallace,
- Compiled by tficole Milstead lrom The
Associated Press
39, Diane E. Jordan, 42, and

Bush acknowledges
secret detainee prisons
another and then another and had
revealed planning for attacks using
WASHINGTON - President airplanes, car bombs and anthrax.
Bush acknowledged for the first
Nearing che fifth anniversary of
time Wednesday chat the CIA runs Sepe. 11, Bush pressed Congress co
secret prisons overseas and said quickly pass administration-drafted
rough interrogation forced terrorist legislation authorizing the use of
leaders to reveal plots to attack the military commissions for trials of
United Scares and its allies.
terror suspects. Legislation is needed
Bush said 14 suspects - including because the Supreme Court in June
the mastermind of the Sept. 11 said the administration's plan for
attacks and architects of the 2000 crying detainees in military tribunals
bombing of the USS Cole and the violated U.S. and inrernacional law.
U.S. Embassy bombings in Kenya
"These are dangerous men
unparalleled
knowledge
and Tanzania - bad been turned with
over to the Defense Department about terrorist networks and their
and moved to the U.S. detention plans for new attacks," Bush said,
center at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, defending rhe CIA program he
authorized after the Sept. 11 attacks.
for trial.
Bush said the CIA program "has "The security of our nation and the
helped us to take potential mass lives of our citizens depend on our
murderers off rhe screecs before ability to learn what chese terrorists
they were able ro kill." Releasing know."
The president's speech, his third
information declassified just hours
earlier. Bush said che capture of one in a recent series about the war on
terrorist jusr months after the Sept. terror, gave him an opporcunity
11 attacks had led to rhe capcure of co shore up his administration's
The Associated Press

credentials on national security
rwo months bef~re congressional
elecrions at a time when Americans
are growing weary of the war in
Iraq.
Democrats, hoping to make the
elections a referendum on Bush's
policies in Iraq and the war on
terror, urged anew chat Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld be
made co seep down.
Wi rh the cransfer of the 14 men
to Guantanamo, there currently are
no detainees being held by the CIA,
Bush said. A senior administration
official said the CIA had detained
fewer than l 00 suspected terrorists
in the history of the progcarn.
Still, Bush said char "having
a CIA program for questioning
terrorists will continue to be crucial
co getting lifesaving information."
Some Democrats and human
rights groups have said the ClA's
secrer prison system did nor allow
monitoring for abuses and they
hoped chat it would be shur down.
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Goalies, center backs run show
Organization,
coordination of
team led by 'D'
BJ Joe Waltasti
Staff l!eporter

There is more to soccer
than what meets che eye. So
much of the organization and
coordination is done vocally,
particularly from the lungs of the
center backs and goalie..
Phil
Clemmer,
Jeremy
Maubach and Mark Hansen
have those roles for a Panther
defense chat has given up one
goal or shut ouc their opponents
in 11 consecurive games, a screak
dating back to lase season.
A goalie is not just there to
scop shots from hicting the back
of the nee.
Their most important job is
co help che center backs organize
the defense as they watch the
action unfold in from of them.
"It's our jobs to uy and
sort things our in front of us,"
Hansen said. "We're returning
a lot of guys, a lot of starters, so
that helps with the cohesion. But
we have to talk.
"You don't ~ guys behind
us on this 6dd. To cover all the
space we have co keep ci..lking."
Clemmer and Maubach play
in the middle of the defense in
head coach Adam Howarth's 44-2 playing formation and must
communicate with their players
as they survey the field.
Being heard is not a problem

CAUIE HOUIS
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Sophomore forward Brad Peter, left, and senior defender Phil
Clemmer battle for a loose ball Wednesday at practice. Clemmer is
part of a unit that has not given up more than one goal in 11 games.
with Clemmer as his voice booms
around Lakeside Field when he
shouts our orders to his defense
in front of him.
Originally recruited as a
forward, the senior is enjoying
his move to defense and his first
season at center back.
"I like making sure that
everything is flowing the way it's
supposed to be, that there's no
goals scored," he said. "It makes
coach happy, it makes the rest of
the team happy, and it makes me
happy."
While
Clemmer
might

not have immediately had the
confidence to organize his team
when he first moved co defense,
he brought the speed ofa forward
with him.
"Phil is directing a lot of
things, he's being very vocal,
more than he has in his past,"
Howarth said. "He and Jeremy
have good speed, they are able to
recover if there is a mistake."
The roles of the goalie and
center back vary during different
situatiens dwing a game.
Clemmer said his duties
during a corner kick include

making swe all opponents are
tightly covered in front of the
goal.
"Jusc skin tight, make sure
you're in their panes," he said.
The defenders also make sure
the pose nearest co the comer
kick is covered and the opposing
team doesn't gee a clean header.
They do this by puni 1g cwo
defenders on che taller players,
who are usually the targecs of a
corner kick.
Clemmer's is a fifth-year
senior and his experience shows.
Starting goalkeeper Mark
Hansen is only a sophomore, but
Howarth is proud of his growing
confidence and ability.
"All (three goalies) do a prerry
good job of talking," Howarth
said. "Paul Oennison) is probably
more vocal than the ocher two,
maybe it's because of his age and
his experience.
"But what Mark brings is a
different level of play co the game
and he is doing a better job each
year and each game talking to
the back four and talking co the
resr of the ream."
With such similar jobs on the
field, the goalie and center backs
have to be in sync and cruse one
another.
"If they're not confident in
you then they're not going to
believe what you say. If you
talk rubbish it's going co cause a
huge rift," Jennison said. "They
have co know if the ball comes
over and you shout yow corning
for it that you're going co get it.
It's vital that they believe in you
because if they don't it's evident
right away."

••• All EIU students (w/ID) vvearing an EIU BLUE SHIRT
at Saturday's home opener will receive a raffle ticket.
••• In the FOURTH QUARTER, FIVE names will be
drawn & announced to participate in a special promotion.
••• MUST be present for the chance to win the TWO
free tickets to HAWAII .
••• More information at EIUpanthers.com.
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Coach impressed
with freshman
BJ Israel Carrillo
Staff l!eporter

Head ~ch Frank Graziano was impressed
with the play offreshman Srephanie Militello in
Sarurday's 72-0 blowout of Central Michigan.
"She looked like she's been playing for
years," he said. "All in all, it was a pretty nice
start to the season.
"We executed chmgs we wor~ on
in practice, and puccing 70 points on the
scoreboard. having so many new players, was
very nice co see."

Newcomers adjust to new position
Junior Co-captain Eileen O'Rowke
switched from her usual position of forward co
scrum-half.
Sophomore oucside cenrer Molly Cluccer
also said "all the newcomers did an awesome
job."
"We played decent for our first game," she
said.
Clutter added her synopsis on why the
Panthers cruised past the Chippewas.
"We were more game fie," she said.
Senior Scrum-half Billie Salyers said she
noticed a few teammates who gave all-out
performances. Salyers said Militello had some
crucial tackles and sec up other teammates for
scores.

Sophomore ties team record
Sophomore wing Samantha Manco tied a
team rCf<>rd Saturday held by cwrenc assistant
coach Brittany Brown, for most scores in a
game with six.
And after tying the team record, Manto has
her sights set on something more this season.
"I hope to break it (the record) one day,"
said Manto, who insists the reason she tied the
record was because "it was me being at the right
place at the right time".

... this upcoming
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
vs. INDIANA STATE
6:00 PM kickoff
'

... "

... under the lights at O'Brien Stadium
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Seymour to move to Sellers' spot

FROM PAGE 12

cligibiliry.
Teams need six wins in a season to be
eligible to go to a bowl and while you
probably have not ht"ard of che bowls char
bring in six-win reams, cherc is extra money
robe made.
With chc new ruling, chc 26 reams char
bear I-AA opponents lasL weekend (three
reams, Duke, New Mexico and Colorado
acrually lost) only need five more wins out of
11 more games co be bowl eligible and cash
in on adding a 13lh game.
This is a joke. I have no problem with
I-AA schools getting a slice of the college
football cash cow co gee bear up on because
it seems to help our all involved bur under
no circumstances should a win against a I-AA
team be allowed to count.
College football should simply introduce
a preseason that is one game in length.
The NCAA already approved a I 2ih game
for chis season and most of chose schools are
using ir co schedule teams they can use as a
warm-up. le simply cheapens bowl games by
allowing a team with only five rcaJ wins co
play in the poscscason.
It makes sense that che greedy NCAA
would make a ruling like rhis because it allows
for more bowl eligible reams and chus more
bowls get created and, BAM. more money.

By Marco Santana
Associate Sports Editor

With Oinc Sellers our indefinicely, the
Panthers looked to the ocher side of che field
co find his replacement.
Defensive coordinator Roe Bellantoni said
Lucius Seymour, who normally scares on the
weak side opposite Sellers, will be moved to
Sellers' starting position.
Marc Westrick, a transfer from Grossmonc
(Cali£) Commuttlry College, will scarr ar
Seymour's position.
"I'm working hard to fir inco the scheme
and take care of my responsibilities," Westrick
said.
Westrick played in Saturday's 42-17 loss to
Illinois, finishing with one tackle.
Westrick has shown improvement during
the week's practices, Bellantoni said.
"He was a really good player ar the junior
college," be said. "He missed about 10 days of
practice and he really fell behind."
The coaches had planned on workjng
Westrick in slowly through chc first few weeks
of the season but the injury co Sellers pushed
him inco the rotation earlier than they had
wanted.

Bl lJ WEEK
BECOMING ONE
KICK-Off Part'
I· rid in- Scptcmhcr 8
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*
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SS before 12
$7 After

Sund:iy Seprembcr I0

P1ro1.. at Pond Pa~1hon
Monda,· September 11
5-8p II
"Brother to Brother, Sister to Sister"
Manmv1lle Room 7-9pm
1 uesday September I2
Poetry Night ot 71h Street Underground
7-IOpm
We<lnc~day Srptcmlx.>r J3
Old School Games at Al11mni QuaJ
6-9pm

Thursday Sq>tcmbcr 14
Skaring Party • S1lv.:1 l akc Skating Rm l<
8-1 lprn

st Ride""

Friday September 15
Cosmic Bowling in the Union
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Saturday September 16 ~
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Car Wash
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iii

Sponsored by Student Affairs Divisions &
Presidents Office
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Other injured Panthers
Although the injury to Sellers, a preseason
Buck Buchanan Award nominee, is the big
injury the Panthers have co overcome, junior
defensive cackle R.J. Myers also was injured in
the Illinois game.
Bellantoni said he would probably miss a
couple of weeks because of an ankle injury.
Also on the sidelines for Wednesday's
practice was Terrance Sanders, who regularly
cakes Wednesdays off because of regular
swelling in his knee.

Stepping up on offense
Eastern knows it is not going to be easy to
replace the defense's main playmaker.
When people calk about the Panthers they

usually bring up the defense firsr. Bur the
offense made some plays of its own Saturday.
And wirh Indiana State coming off of a 35poinc performance against Purdue, Eastern
will have co make some more.
"Even before (the injury) I was celling
everybody 'we need co score to keep pressure
off che defense,"' juttlor wide receiver Micah
Rucker said. "lc's something l look forward
,,
co.
Rucker was stuck low on the depth
chart at the University of Minnesota before
transferring this season.
He said the difference between being
a scarcer and what he had to deal with in
Minnesota is prerry big.
"le just feels good," he said. "I'm so happy
every day co gee out on the pracrice field and
gee an opporcuttlry and get a chance to make
plays."
Rucker proved he should be a starter in
Champaign . He finished with four receptions
and 105 yards against the Illini in addition to
a 20-yard touchdown in the second quarter
from quarterback Mike Donato.
"I kjnd of wanted to come out and make
a scacemcnc," Rucker said. "But I feel like I
could have come out and played better."

n Sycamores
FROM PAGE 12

seep up and make a difficult catch, he is the one that we
rum co," Indiana Stace head coach Lou West said.
Logan has 16 receptions for 183 yards and a
touchdown in his chree games against Easccrn, bur
his best game came as a freshman in 2003 when the
Ken eland, Ind., native had 104 yards and a touchdown.
Now in year cwo of West's offensive philosophy, the
First Team All-Garcway Foocball Conference performer
had eight catches for 93 yards in che Sycamores seasonopcning 60-35 loss co Purdue. Logan is 105 yards away
from holding chc school record for receiving yards as
well.
"He has done a real nice job this year of being a leader
in our offense," Wcsc said. "We arc going co lean on him
heavily throughout the rest of the season."
The deep chreac for Murphy is junior Brian Jackson.
The Western Michigan transfer, who placed fifth in the
400-meter hurdles at rhe Mid American Conference
Championships, had l 04 yards on six catches including
a 23-yard rouchdown reception against Purdue in itls
I-AA debut.
"He can jump through the roof, and we arc going to
give him plenty of chances to make plays chis season,"
Wesr said.
The Panthers have held their opponents to under
200 yards passing in rheir lase six games daring back
co lace October 2005. Bellancottl hinced chat his ream
might use more a nickel scheme chat involves replacing a
linebacker with a faster defensive back on normal down
situations.
"We had planned to play more ttlckel anyway and
char gives me confidence, but I thought our secondary
played well lase week at Illinois," Bellantoni said.
Easccm's secondary will be led by senior safery Tristan
Burge. He will look co replicate his effort last: year at

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY ISU SPOm INFOllMATlOlil DEPAITMEIT

Senior wideout Sam Logan has caught 16 passes for
183 yards against the Panthers in his career.
Terre Hauce, Ind. The prcseason All-American had five
cackles, one fumble recovery and a 76-yard interception
return for a touchdown that iced the 24-13 win.
aTristan needs to seep up and be a dominant player,
but he's not a rah-rah guy," Bellantottl said. "So guys
like (senior cornerback) Ben Brown along with (juttlor
linebacker) Donald Thomas need to be the emotional
leaders."

SLEEP IN
EAT OUT

DISCOUNTS

(eosl of Greek Coor~

Bellantottl said Sellers was our of the
hospital and back in Charleston recovering
from the vicious hie that left him motionless
on rhe field on the game's opening play.
He was srill a "liccle woozy" from the
medications chat he is on, Bellantoni said.
When the Panchers bring in a fifth defensive
back, they'll bring in Ke-Andre Sams and
move Seymour co either Wescrick's or starting
middle linebacker Donald Thomas' spot.

Restaurant & Catering

across 7th Street from the
Uptowner

flower & gift shop
2 l 21 18th Street

UJ-

tree outdoor
concert
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WOMB'S socca

I TOP CAT

Naturally talented
Hamilton's energy
creates solid start
to Panthers' season
PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE

BJ Kma MurptlJ
Slaff llepof ter

KN'S SOCCER

Sept. 8 at ladiua hrdM Fort
Wape I 6 p.m. Fort Wayne, Ind.
WOMEN'S SOCCER

Sept. 8 n. Western Michigu
4 p.m. Lakeside Field

I

YOll.EYIWJ.

Sept. 8 n. a.tier at Westen1
Illinois hmtatio1al I 5 p.m.
Macomb
CROSS COUNTRY

Sept. 8 at Austin PeaJ
l.mt.tioaal I 5 p.m. Oarksville, Tenn.
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Preseason
needed
in college
Being offered hundreds of
chousands of dollars for doing
pretty much anyching is hard to
curn down. Just watch Fear Faccor.
What goes in rcalicy TV also
applies co college football today, as
major football programs arc lining
up "cupcakes" early in the season
ro run up scores and srarr of irs
seasons with victories.
Eascern became Illinois' cupcake
lase wcckcnd as che scoreboard
displayed 42-17 as time expired.
The Panchers did nor play che
Ulini simply because they wanted
co see how they would compete
against a bigger school and better
competition. Eastern made chc 45minutc drive nonh for cold, hard

cash.
While che exact amount Eastern
received from che 11lini has not been
released, you only need to look at
what some ocher teams were paid
last weekend to figure it out.
Illinois State was paid $300,000
by Kansas Seate to nearly upset
them in a 24-23 loss and Iowa
forked over $650,000 to pound
Montana41-7.
That payday will allow for
Montana co pay off a school debt
five years early and chc $450,000
they made playing Oregon last year
funded che salary and equi pm en t of
a screngch and conditioning coach
for che team.
Big Ten schools with the
I 00,000-plus seat stadiums were
the only ones char could make
guarantees che size oflowa's because
of che amount of tickers char could
he sold.
That is changing because che
NCAA has made beating a 1-M
ream even more valuable.
A new ruling now allows for IA reams co count a victory against
a 1-M ream coward irs bowl

Soccer and spons embody
the essence of freshman forward
Rachel Hamilton. She began
playing cbe game at an early age
and hasn't stopped.
Coaches and players alike often
praise che work of Hamilton's
energy on che field .
"I had too much energy so
I had co lose it somehow. My
brother played soccer and so I
followed," Hamilron said.
Hamilton started playing when
she was five years old.
She played at che YMCA and
she has been on club ccarns since
she was l 0, including the Prairie
Strikers.
Hamilton, who scored the
game-winning goal in overtime
during Sunday's 2-1 win against
Loyola (Chicago) at Lakeside
Field, played soccer all four years
for Springfield Sacred-Heart
Griffin High School. She also
ran one year of track, played four
years of volleyball and played
recreational basketball.
"I learned to he a leader,"
Hamilton said.
And she came from a good
soccer background, somcthjng
chat is evident to her college coach
now.
"She came from a very good
club team and a good high school
program," Eastern head coach
Tim Nowak said.
She led che Blazers co four
regional championships
and
played for the Metro United club
team, which was an hour-and-ahalf drive from Springfield.
•it was a tough drive and the
program really helped," Hamilcon
said.
Hamilton also learned che
game ofsoccer from her brother.
Her brocher, junior forward
Andrew Hamilton, is one of her
biggest influences.
He plays at the Universicy of
Chicago.
"Ever since I was little, I
followed him around," Hamilton
said. "He always reaches me co
stay positive."
Hamilton's father, Andrew, was
a football player and a pole vaulter
and her mother, Teresa, was a
cheerleader in high school.
Hamilton wears the number
I 0 for special reasons.
"It's my dad's favorite number.
My mom's born on the 10th

FOOTBAU
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Freshman forward Rachel Hamilton scored the winning goal in the second overtime against previously
undefeated Loyola on Sunday afternoon at Lakeside Field.

of October. It's 10/10," said
Hamilton.
"She's like a spark up cherc.
She's crying to keep the ball at her
feec," said sophomore defender
Lindsey Wilkening.
Nowak also said she contributes
a lot of energy co che game and has
an outgoing personalicy.
Freshmen often have trouble
adapting co the game, especially
the speed.
Not Hamilton.
"l11erc's times out there where
she shocks me," Wilkening said.
"She has some of the top times

get you more momentum, and
jusc fling it farther," said Hamilton
about her flip-throw ins.
She said her dad taught it to
her on the trampoline when she
was little.
Soccer is the not only interest
of Hamilton's.
"I'm obsessed with fashion," said
the corporate communicacions
major and fan of Rascal Flaccs.
She was a member of chc
fashion club in high school and
still makes cloches, including
shirts and tank tops.

I INDIANA STATE

Sycamores ready to air it out
Indiana State pass-catching
duo putting up large numbers

n SEE WAlTASTI
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Joe Waltasti is a senior history major
with journalism minor. He can be
reached at jwal717@gmail.com

in runs."
Even with her speed, Hamilton
is still learning chc college game.
"(Nowak bas) been teaching
(me)
about posmons
and
technique," Hamilton said. "I mer
che coach and I fell in love with
che school."
Hamilton brings some unique
aspects co che game besides her
speed.
She has a differenc cype of
throw-in than mosc players.
"You more or less balance
your hands on the ball, and do a
handspring over it, and that will

Eastem's pass defense prides itself on being
able to take a star receiver away, but Saturday
che Panthers may not be able to narrow irs
target.
"They have a very talented l'C'Ceiving corps
and it's their strength, that's for sure," Eastern

acting head coach Mark Hutson said.
Ir's been seven straight games the Panchers
gave up more than 100 yards co a receiver.
Eastern Kentucky's Andre Ralston racked up
156 yards on 11 catches and a touchdown bur
che Colonels lost 53-22 last October during
Eastcrn's Homecoming game.
"I think that our secondary and defensive
backs arc very talented and proven chat chey
can meet cenain challenges," Hurson said.
The problem for Eastern defensive
coordinator Roe Bellantoni is chat he has to
worry about multiple receiving options for

Sycamores quarterback Reilly Murphy.
"They have a nice core of ralenc at that
position and they spread you out so it's hard to
cover chem," Bellantoni said.
The Sycamores rely on senior receiver Sam
Logan, who already has chc most receptions
in Sycamore history, to ignite an offense tlw
has a new quarterback, tailback and offensive
coordinator.
"Sam Logan is Mr. Dependaf>le for us. He
is a great leader and when we need someone to
H
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